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SAN101 - Screen Care Kit
(6904-100141) <00>)

Thank you for choosing Sanus Systems Elements Screen Care Kit.  If you have any questions about this product, please contact 
Customer Service. 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS - SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Avoid contact with eyes or skin! In case of accidental contact, fl ush thoroughly with water.  Keep out of reach of children.

 CAUTION

Directions - Carbon Fiber Brush

Use the carbon fiber brush for wiping dust and debris from the  screen. If the screen needs more thorough cleaning, use the 
Screen Cleaning Gel.
1. Turn off TV.
2. Position fingers over the metal plate on the handle.
3. Wipe the brush horizontally across the screen, then vertically across the screen.

Avoid potential damage to components! Refer to your TV owner’s manual to be sure that the screen can be cleaned with the 
Screen Cleaning Gel.  Do not use the Screen Cleaning Gel on rear projection TVs. These TVs must only be cleaned with a dry 
micro-fi ber cloth or carbon fi ber brush.

 CAUTION
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Milestone AV Technologies and its affiliated corporations and subsidiaries  (collectively, “Milestone”), intend to make this manual accurate and complete.  However, Milestone makes no claim 
that the information contained herein covers all details,  conditions, or variations. Nor does it provide for every possible contingency in connection with the installation or use of this  product. 
The information contained in this document is  subject to change  without notice or  obligation of any kind.  Milestone makes no  representation of warranty, expressed or  implied, regarding 
the  information contained herein. Milestone assumes no responsibility for  accuracy, completeness or sufficiency of the information contained in this document. 

Directions - Screen Cleaning Gel

The Screen Cleaning Gel is ammonia and alcohol-free. Use the Screen Cleaning Gel with the micro-fiber cloth to remove 
fingerprints and smudges from the screen.
1. Turn off TV.
2. Shake gel well then spray gel sparingly onto screen.
3. Wipe screen with the micro-fiber cloth.


